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THE SPIRITAN STUDIES GROUP

The Spiritan Studies Group (S.S.G.)met at the Generalate
from December 29, 1975 to January 2, 1976. It was made up
of Fathers Joseph Lecuyer (Rome), Bernard Kelly (Toronto),
Henry Koren (U.S.A.), Myles Fay (Sierra Leone), Joseph Bouchaud (Rome), Paul Sigrist (Fribourg), Ramos Seixas (Barcelona), and Arnadeu Martins (Portugal).
Since it was the first meeting of the Group, it had a certain quality of improvisation, of informality and of originality.
First of all, the members had to get to know one another.
Then they had to work out together what their purpose was
and what was expected of them.
Information about the Group's origin can be found in the
January issue of Infori7zation-Doctt1~zentation,"News of the
Congregation" section, p. 1, which you will have received already.
The first initiative was taken by the Generalate Team in
the desire to carry out concretely what was required of it in
the Gttidelines for Animation of the 1974 General Chapter with
respect to "the spirit of our founders, our history and the spiritual heritage of our predecessors", with particular attention
to Father Libermann.
As first members of the Group, the General Council called upon a few confreres - those listed above - doubtless convinced that they were interested in these matters, even if they
might not be truly experts nor representative of the whole
Congregation. Their average age of 57 was fairly advanced,
but, while waiting for younger experts, they took those who
were available! Besides, it would have been difficult, imprac-
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tical and very costly to bring in representatives from all the
Provinces and Districts. There is already a considerable number of confreres busy with sessions, congresses, seminars,
councils, chapters, etc.
As a preparation for this meeting, the General Council
made an inquiry on the question: "How is Libermann 'lived' or not 'lived' - among you"? At the time of the meeting of the
Group, 18 replies had been received from 40 questionnaires.
None of the replies came from African Spiritans; only one
came from a Scholastic. Since then, other replies have reached the Generalate. In substance, they are not very different
from the first ones. We can say that the situation is about the
same throughout the Congregation.
Before going any further, it might be good to remark that
the Group in question is a Spiritan Studies Group, not merely
a Libernzann Studies Group. Certainly the personality, the
work and the influence of Father Libermann will necessarily
occupy a preponderant place in their activities and those
which they may inspire, but they will not be exclusive. "Our
field is everything that is Spiritan."
Guidelines for Animation, in addition to "the spirit of our
founders" - the two founders - mentions also "our history
and the heritage of our predecessors". This is not a secondary matter, for even if we are not directly marked by Libermann, we are directly influenced by our spirit, our mentality,
our "ways", by all that makes a Spiritan different from a Jesuit or a White Father. All this has its roots in a Spiritan tradition, made up of the accumulation of the experience of our
predecessors. After all, we have a past which influences us,
even if we think we can, or if we want to,. ignore it. At the origin, the point of departure of that past, there is, of course, Libermann. You only have to travel in our Provinces and Districts to become aware that, in spite of certain differences,
our Spiritan communities show the signs of belonging to the
same family.
Nowadays it may seem that "belonging" is no longer so
deeply felt and that our specificity is becoming watered
down. The Generalate Team remarks in I / D , p. 4, "How annoying it can be to lose your image; to find yourself reduced
to a common denominator!" It is more than annoying, - it is
alarming for the future of the Congregation, because it makes
it hard to be conscious of one's "raison d'etre".
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It is evident, for example, that it is difficult to identify
ourselves as Spiritans if we can't appeal to a common inspiration - the inspiration flowing from our founders, and especially from Father Libermann. Some Orders or Institutes use
the spirituality of their founder as their distinctive characteristic: thus the Franciscans and the spirituality of St. Francis,
the Jesuits and the spirituality of St. Ignatius. Without having to go that far, a congregation must have an awareness of
its own spirituality. The missionary ideal does not suffice, because it is common to all institutes - it is not 'Ls~ecific".It is
not what will make us feel ourselves members of a group with
its own spirit, its own history, its own continuity, and will
contribute in its own way to diversity within the unity of the
Church.
That is why the Spiritan Studies Group, in its statutes,
took as its purpose "to help the members of the Congregation
to become aware of its identity and its spirit by a better
knowledge of its founders, of its history (i.e. the past) and its
life (i.e. the present)". The program is vast and diverse - perhaps too much so - and it can be fulfilled only step by step
and over a long period of time. But the essential is to get
started. . .
Now let us go back to the inquiry that was made at the
start of the project. As we said, it had to do with the manner
in which Libermann is "lived" - or not "lived" - in our communities. I refer you to pages 2 and 3 of the cited issue of
Z/D for samples of the replies. These replies include both negative and positive points. On the whole, they give what must
be a fairly accurate picture of the real state of affairs. All
sorts of attitudes are there: all the way from lack of interest in
Libermann whose work is considered anachronistic, forbidding and of no practical use in today's apostolate which has
other sources to draw from, - to loyalty, esteem and admiration born of regular contact with his work or of a rediscovery
of it, - passing through the fairly common attitude which,
without always referring explicitly to Libermann, is nonetheless filled with his spirit: abnegation, poverty, devotedness, care for needy souls, etc. That is the attitude of those
whom the Superior General calls "anonymous Spiritans".
Faced with this state of affairs, the Spiritan Studies
Group began by trying to establish the "status quaestionis".
Each of the members gave an account of what he believed
existed or did not exist, should exist or could exist, with re-
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gard to Libermann and the Congregation. Here we cannot
give the details or a complete inventory of all the information
furnished and the suggestions offered. We can give the broad
outlines of what the Goup discussed during four days.
Even though much remains to be done, we must not
think that nothing has been accomplished. Just to speak of
publications, for example, a good number have been brought
out by different Provinces in their respective languages.
However, some of them are out of print (notably the two volumes of Blanchard, and the Spiritt~alDirectory which used to
be given to each young Father when he left for the missions),
others no longer correspond to the tastes and the needs of
our time, and still others which could still be of value are not
as widely distributed nor as wisely used as they could be.
Not everybody can venture into the forest represented by the
13 volumes of Father Cabon's Notes et Doct~ments,precious as
they are.
There actually exists only one history of the Congregation: The Spiritans by Father Koren. It was published in 1958
and ought to be brought up to date. Another history is being
prepared by Father Rath of the German Province. The first is
in English and the second is in German, and therefore both
are inaccessible to a great part of the Congregation.
We spoke of the project - perhaps too ambitious - of the
Monumenta Spiritana, launched some time ago by Father Koren. Only five volumes appeared, on Angola. The Province of
Portugal was the only one to show some interest, perhaps because it has a historian among its members, Father Brasio.
Here, as for other projects, we lack experts, because we
have not trained any. There is also an inferiority complex
which too often makes us under-estimate the work of our
confreres. In any case, it is very embarrassing to be asked for
a recent work about the Congregation and its works!
With respect to Libermann, the most recent biography is
the English one written by Father van Kaam in 1959. It seems
to be out of print. There is nothing to equal it in French or in
any other language. The recent book of Bishop Gay Les Chemins de la Paix only partly fills the void, even though we are
happy to have it and it is greatly appreciated. It would be
even more so if confreres would make a little more publicity
for it.
One could say about the same of the works of Our Venerable Father himself, especially the Letters and the Conznzen-
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tarv o n St. John. Here too, the editions which we had are either out of print or else need to be re-done in a style more in
accord with modern requirements, both critical and spiritual.
On the other hand, it must be said that in certain Provinces
there are manuscripts and type-written or mimeographed
versions which have never been published and perhaps ought
to be. Hence the need of a central organism to make an inventory of what exists and to make a choice from it, so as to
avoid useless repetitions and to decide what merits publication and what does not. In the past, certain things were published at great expense which were not worth it . . .
It is easy to see that all this poses many complex problems. One of the Spiritan Studies Group's tasks will be to
help solve them as far as possible. To begin with, we could
perhaps establish a bibliography of the Congregation. The
last one dates back to 1930! In line with this, we would like to
remind everv
" Swiritan author that he should send to the
Generalate at least one copy of articles or books he publishes.
This has been reauested officiallv in the General Btllletin.
Some confreres do it, but a good many dispense themselves
A

...
Then, there is not only literature. The Spiritan Studies
Group insisted upon the role which can and should be played
by Superiors and, even more, by confreres responsible for
formation, basic or on-going. This role is primordial. It is
they especially who are in a position to make known and inculcate the spirit of the founders and to teach their doctrine,
integrating it into the current of today's spirituality. There is
taking place a whole "aggiornamento" of the doctrine of Libermann, remaining faithful to him, however. (We must remember that more than a century separates us from the time
when he first presented it and there is more than just its form
which dates it and creates difficulties for contemporary
minds). This can be done in many ways: conferences, study
days, sessions, retreats, theses, articles in reviews, etc. The
Spiritan Studies Group proposes to do its part in this endeavor also.
These are some of the kinds of activity which the Spiritan
Studies Group must envision and undertake, not only by
means of the work of its members, but also by inspiring,
animating, encouraging the work of others. Don't think
that the Group is made up of so-called specialists and the rest
of the Congregation has only to watch them work! One
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of the Group's principal tasks will be to create enthusiasm
among the confreres for the subjects it will be dealing with.
To be efficient, the Group needs structures, statutes.
Having defined its purpose and its membership, it acquired a
President: Father Lecuyer was the obvious choice, and he was
good enough to accept. It will be the President's function to
call the Group together and to direct its work. His mandate
is for three vears, but he can be re-elected.
A Secretary was also appointed He will be the "work
horse" of the Grouu. Given the i m ~ o r t a n c eof his work and
the fact that the other members of the Group are scattered
and have other resuonsibilities. it seems that he will have to
be full time. Also, iince the secretary's role is closely bound
up with the animation of the confreres, and consequently
with the General Council, it was decided by the General
Council at its meeting of January 9, 1976, that the secretariate
would be located in Rome. The Secretarv has to be somebody who believes in his mission and has the necessary dynamism to give himself to it effectively. Father Amadeu Martins
from the Province of Portugal was named to the post and will
begin his work next September.
It was decided that the Group should meet at least once a
year. The place of meeting can vary according to circumstances. At the same time as the meeting, the Group can organize
study days or retreats in relationship with what it is working
on. Between meetings, each member of the Group will strive
to "sensitize" the confreres to the objectives of the Group, encourage initiatives, research projects, works of study in depth
or of popularization, publications, translations, conferences,
etc.
A budget is to be drawn up for the normal functioning of
the Group. In addition, donations can be sought for particular projects.
For the immediate future, the Group has suggested the
following:

a) preparation and publication of a work giving the essential points of our history and the teaching of our founders.
This would be a work which could be given to the confreres,
especially the novices and aspirants, - something to replace
the old Spirittlal Directory.
b) publication of "Spiritan Papers", of which this is the
first number. These studies can be considered a successor to
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"Spiritan Studies" which the review Spivitzls produced from
time to time.
c) the establishment of a Spiritan Calendar drawing attention to the principal anniversaries in the Congregation
(Feb. 2, Oct. 2, May 20, etc.). This could be inserted in the
Ordo and become the occasion for observances and celebrations in our communities.
rl) in view of the approaching beatification of Father
Laval, the Group drew attention to the appropriateness of the
publication of Father Joseph Michel's biography of that Venerable Father. This work is now being printed.
In conclusion, I am happy to add that this first meeting of
the current members of the Spiritan Studies Group took
place in an excellent atmosphere, truly Spiritan. There was
complete agreement on almost all points, but it must be admitted that the points were too numerous to be treated
in depth. We had to make a beginning, and you cannot do
everything at once. At least, this first meeting showed that
there is plenty to do. Now we just have to get to work . . .
Joseph Bouchaud, C.S.Sp.

